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An Inventory o f load Uses
northwest Omaha
by

Keith A, u&IZm
Spatial growth hse been a. significant footer contri
buting to and resulting from the changing structure of Am
erican cities*

this research project attempts to identify

the- spatial growth and the resulting land use patterns and
areal associations of a portion of the dynamic growth area
of 0®sha, Nebraska,
Research indicated that the study area is transi
tional in nature between rural and urban activities, that
land use patterns and areal associations exist, and that
the- pre~196o road .pattern is an important factor shaping
the character, pattern, and land use activities*

It was

recognised that heterogeneous last use activities character
ise a changing;* developing# or transitional area,

land

use maps, land use profiles* and quarter section data sheets
ware constructed, which would illustrate end Identify the
areal pattern® and associations,
A land use analysis of quarter sections was con
ducted to measure, record# and interpret the data*

the

mmmt of land fg» each land m e classification was coded,
sapped, and measured for each forty acre quarter of eighty*
'bee quarter sections,
fort.v &$&$ ttMSiHI#!?

fit# percentage of land to. «aoh
singl

construct

th# final maps mS land use profile#.
Analysis of the land ws« profiles indicates that
A positive correlation exists between the areal distribu
tion of residential, streets $mi roads, coattersial, and
vacant land activities within th# atudy area*

A nega

tive correlation is indioated between the areal distribu
tion of agricultural activities and ell other land use
activities,
It is suggested that the results of this research
project indicate that an areal association exists between
several land us© activities within the study area*

The

location, distribution, Mid areal association of land
use activities can be partially explained through th»
influence of topography* the pe>#*»ifNS© road pattern, the
planning process, and the development process.
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Introduction
In -recent years, spatial growth has been m impor
tant factor contributing to and resulting from the chang
ing structure of American cities#

the urbanisation of the

Amerlam population should be recognised m ft continuing
process#

the growth of the American population in terms

of total numbers has been accompanied by a movement of
the population from rural to urban areas#

Based on data

from the United States Bureau -of the Census, slightly
more than S© percent of the American population was living
in urban areas by 2920#

this process has accelerated

through the present time# while the cities themselves
have undergone a movement of population from the central
city to the suburban areas,

Clawson C2971* P* 33) iden

tified the population movement m follows#
the urban proportion of the total United
states population has risen steadily sines
the first Census in Iff®* 6a a national
plane* movement toward cities is & form of
population aggregation, a centripetal move
ment of people. But, item m m sssrly days
to the present, titles have grown in popula
tion by expanding outward* Hence» at the
scale of the city er metropolis, the popula
tion shift is one of disaggregation, and. a

n
centrifugal movement, these twin move
ments ♦» population concentration on. a
national scale and population decen
tralisation on a metrcpcllton seals — •
have teen under way for mm' decades and
seem likely to continue indefinitely.
?3uss0rotjts social, eoanomlc,

political processes

are at work within the city producing the movement to the
suburbs and the decline of the central, city.

An element

in understanding these processes Is the change to the
structure and patterns of toe city or any portion of toe
city,

fh® city is continually changing and developing

to meet mm needs.

With continued population growth, new

living and working apace must be added to toe city,

'this

space may be found within toe central city by redevelopmeat of older areas or vacant parcels of land.

However,

much of to# literature seesw to agree that toe living and
working space necessary to accommodate toe continual
growth has been and will to found at toe growing edges of
the city.

As stated by hiederearn and Hear!# (1966, p. IPS)*

fte peases subsequent to World War II have
brought unprecedented changes in to# nation’s
largest cities. Sapid urbanisation of to#
population coupled with a high birthrate has
caused metropolitan areas to mushroom all
over to# country, m ®t of toe growth has
occurred in to® suburbs rather than to# ©an
tral cities. In tact* during to# 1950-1960
period* twelve of to® thirteen largest
cities tn to® Suited Stats® declined In
population.

3
Purpose and Problem of Study
ft was the purpose of this research project ts'ln*
vestigate and identify the areal expansion of a. central
city •• Omaha, Nebraska »» and the resulting dewlepaenf
of land use patterns within s specific study area,

ft me

reeogjftiased that m the needs of the community change , the
lead tree pattern changes.

Preliminary research indicated

that as the process of change takas place, patterns of
land use begin to emerge a® the land is developed, or
converted from rural to urban purposes*

the land use

patterns which develop can he identified and evaluated in
tores of their characteristics, distributions, areal
associations, and development through time*
Shis research project therefore attempts to provide
a eolation to the following problemt

Within the study

area, what are the patterns and spatial distributions
of the land use activities and what are the areal as
sociations and Interrelationships batmen these patterns

m& activities? fhs problem involves identifying the
present distribution and characteristics of the land nee
patterns and their areal associations within a specific
study area in the dynamic growth m m lamadiately to the

m e t of Omaha, Rebraska,
In an analysis of the development of land use
patterns, attention must be given to the characteristics

of the Iasi as® patterns m they presently sxist within
the study area.

Preliminary research indicated that land

use patterns and areal associations ccuxd be identified
within the stisdy area.

It is difficult to- separate any

particular growth area for study and analysts due to the
numerous complex Interrelationships with the central
city.

However, examination and analysis of land use

patterns as they are developing at any specific time and
within any specific growth area can eld in understanding
the processes, the areal associations, end la planning
for future growth and development.
Sine# this research project to concerned with land
use patterns, th® use of the toes land woo patterns merits
further consideration and definition as it to m o d in the
context of this research project,

According to i.S. Bourne

(if?lt P« 69)* land use patterns are the distribution of
land uses and actlvitiea In a city.

The patterns #»»»

merise the distribution of urban activities, and popula
tions and indicate regularities to land us# activities,
the patterns are m arrangement of form with a specific
direction, tendency, or characteristics,
'tor the purposes of this research project, the
tors lend use patterns is defined m m summary of 'the.
distribution of lend use aetivittoe including both urban
and rural land uses.

It was necessary to identify the

land uses or elements which posses® regularity, direction,
tendency#' or specific characteristics before » pattern
can be said to
Ortanieation and location theory
Population growth and areal expansion of American
cities has resulted In a changing form and structure of
urban areas,

Several theories 'have attempted to explain

tbs growth and spatial structure of land use in American
cltias.

Among tbs early land mm theories was the theory

of urban growth presented by Kurd {1911} who contended
that ths observed pattern of land uses In the city -was
the result of the growth process of the city*

According

to Herd's theory# central growth false# place from the
heart of the city# and also fee© each subeemtsr of at*
fraction# while areal growth pushes into the outlying
territory along transport routes#

(Garrison* Berry»

ilfejjk* 1#»# m * m «
Other well-fcnown theories m» the concentric cone
theory (Surges©, 1923), the sector theory (Hoyt, 1939)#
and the multiple-nuclei theory (Harris and Oilman* 19^5) *
Colby (1933) maintained that ths urban land use pattern
is constantly in m process of evolution through modi*
fication of established functions and the additions of
new ones,

Colby*a centrifugal-centripetal forces ap

proach was therefore a dynamic approach which emphasised

6
the element of tine.
Whatever the respective merits of each, the theories
Of urban spatial structure and growth provide concepts

m mpoint to begin in understanding the spatial growth,
structure, and lend use patterns of American cities*
the theories provide » aeon* by which

mm degree of or*

&sr and understanding M m be aetsisved from the apparent
mixture of comssercial, industrial, roetdsmtial, sad
public land uses.
Although ganeraliaations concerning city structure
and growth can be mad© which apply to ell cities, land
uses vary from city to sitgr giving each city a tduuntater
of its own.

In a recent study by Allen fi. Manuel for

the national Coaaiaaion on Urban Problem entitled fhree
.fattt Mmsssh gj&d&sg, a s m , land uses in mm» of the
major American cities were classified and gansraliasd.
fable 1 la a summary of Manuel's findings as reported
by Clawson, (19?1* p» ^9).

the table provides a point

of reforence for comparison with specific cities such
as «»aha,

Clawson noted In particular the .relatively

large, ascunts of undeveloped land and 'land, devoted to
public use,
fable 1 Indicates that in cities of over 100,000
population* sere than f& percent of the lend Is » » ! *
Sentlal, undeveloped, or used in public streets,

the

fASLf 1
Land. s e e

to

Sample of Largest Cities in to#

United States, Circa 1966
lot eitto® #t

im tM® nxm
ttYS Of LAND M S

total
Public Streets
total excluding public
streets

Privately owned* total
Residential

Gonsmercial
Industrial
Railroads
Undeveloped
Public and semipublic
C#»el«dtoi streets)
Recreational areas
Schools and colleges

oo cities of

250,000 Plus

Percent Acres far Percent Acre® B
of land
1,000 of Land
1,000
AreaPopuArea
topa*
latien
iatton

100.0
17*5

130*1
22,8

180*©
18,J

9?*5
18*2

82,5

108,3

81.?

79*3

«?,b
»♦«
8*1
8.7
1,7
22,3

89*2
*8*3
3S*b
6,1
2*b
26,9

6b,?
38*3
A.A
5,%
2*b
12.5

37*3
3?*«
b.6
5.®
2*b
11.9

13*7

15*8
5*6
3.3
3,1
1.2
8*5
2,2

16.2
5»3
1,®
2,5
1,1
®,%
5*1

13.9
A.6
2,1
2.9
1,0
©,b
2,9

%,#

2,3
2,0
Airport®
Cemeteries
1*0
Public Housing
8*5
Others (by subtractton) 3,0
Soar##*

Clawaon, 1971* p* #9

relatively large ascents «f land In public streets ant
undeveloped land would see® to indicate a decrease In the
intensity of loci. use. which its a point made by many
writers m the topic of urban sprawl*
The purpose of this research project is to identify
lend use patterns and sroal associations of land use
activities. However* external social, economic, and
political factors act upon the development of the
various land use activities, patterns, and areal as
sociations.

These external factors must be accounted

for since the land M e patterns are the visible results
of the social, economic, end political processes meting
upon the landscape,
Many studies have dealt with the nature of the
social, economic, and political processes involved in
-urban sprawl and is residential, eomercial, and in
dustrial location,

the discussion which follows will

attempt to provide m overview of how fringe areas come
about (urban sprawl), to review the principles of lo
cation theories which aid in explaining residential*
commercial■ and Industrial location, end to apply these
principles 'to the study area of this research project*
The area under study In this project is typically
a fringe area of m urban center (Omaha, N&brmkmh

If

is a part, of the urban sprawl about which such has been

9
written.

Sprawl Is eoaetlaea described as tbs seatter-

in® of urban settlement over the rural landscape (Gott*
man, 1961, p. 33%)*

According to 8,0. Harvey and

w.A.f. Clark*
Sprawl» measured as a sonant of tine. Is
composed of areas of essentially urban
character located at the urban fringe but
which ar® scattered or strung out or ad
jacent to- undeveloped sites or a®ri«uituyal areas. A sfsfawled area has a
heteroseneous pattern of lend use activi
ties.

Bourne, 1971, p* b?6)
As the results of this research project indicate, urban
settlement within the study area is scattered throughout
the rural landscape and there is a heterogeneous land
use pattern,
Harvey and Clark conclude that sprawl occurs in
three major format

law density continuous development,

ribbon development sprawl which are compact develop-nests within themselves but which extend axially and
leave the interstices undeveloped, and leapfrog develop
ment which is the settlement of discontinuous patches
of urban uses,

<%.S, soume, 1??1, p. b?6).

fh« causes of urban sprawl were outlined by Harvey
and Clark as follows*
l»

Independence of decision among cornpefitore.

10
t*
3.

speculation which withhold# land fro®
dovelojKnent,
Phyeioal ferrate which I® net

tm

teveiopaeat*

te* fatelle »f»tatte» which nay tea iteitei
©r ew**»®I#tea»t to frtege awe®*
5* Trm sportztian which peewits# access to
m e t e areas.
#* fatelie policy which supported the single*
family residence,
?. Buyers Keeking a particular environment*
8. taxation,
(i.S, Bourne, lf?l* p* #??>
to addition, it sight be added that »m living and
working space must tea added to the city m the population
increases,

this space will most likely be added where

physical and economic resistance 1® the least, which is
primarily the agricultural areas of the urban fringe,
the preceding cause® of urban eprawi outlined by
Harvey and Claris iieatil^r to® general factors influencing
location in the fringe area®*

The question remain® as

to what specific advantages fringe areas offer to com*
jserolBl, industrial, and residential activities,

ffiany

theories of location attempt to explain fringe location
advantages In terms of site,, accessibility, lower taxes,
aor® space, and other favorable aspects of location.
However, recent research and literature has shown the
econossic process to fee ar* active agent influencing com*
merolal, industrial, end residential location,
Sarrise* a*td Sewsy ClfSf* p* #15* reviewed the

vsrieee theer!®# of IwstiMi and s t « M that Maig and
subsequent contributors to location theory recognised
that a basic ordered system of land uses resulted frets
the operation of economic processes in society.

Garrison

and Berry (1959* p« #15 concluded that
* * » the locational pattern of land uses
in urban areas remits frost basic economic
forces, and the arrangement of activities
at ©testegi© points on the web of trww*
pertatIon lines is m part of the secwenie
mechanism of moiety* , * * Since business
feel (centers} provide one observable ©#t
of central locations mi. focal points in
present complex patterns of urban land mm
and rant** they ©a» provide clues to the
eventual mdwteta**§it»g of the larger preftien
of competitive bidding for urban land mi.
resulting patterns of land uses.
fftiete of the literatur® indlcatus teat it is the
economic ability of any particular land use activity to
competitively bid for urban land which shapes the land
«## pattern,

it is reasoned that industrial end cos*

roercial activities have the ability to bit far the highvalue land.

The literature on rent iheery ant location

theory teiieatesi that the high value last i#'generally
located along or near the major street® ant street
Intersections.

Therefor®* within triage areas, it is

common to find oil stations, service ©enters* Shopping
centers, and other comerelal .activities which pm afford
the high value land, and depend upon access to street

trafftUt* locates at ertreet 1nterroetlan* m i in ritoteen
doveiopacmta along sajor street*,

fhe ability of the

individual to pay the high *re»i©* is generally lacking.
®h»ofot«* resMentisi developments are generally located
within the *grids* produced toy the staler streets.
It should

to*noted that

aeseriteg to maeri»m and

Berry social and polities! fortes tend to restrain the.
economic factors mentioned above.

For example, city end

regional planning m i wsilng play an active pel# An
shaping the land use patterns and the locations of
mrloa® activities toy ©«rtre!iteg the «** »ff th® land*.
Th« social factor Involves the desirability of any par*
ticulecr area for residential, use which according to
Garrison and Berry involves aoeess t* the rest of the
city,

tether factors such as lower taxes, mm space, less

cengoatioc,
cation.

m i better access inflate©© roeidontial lo

'Private developers shape the land use pattern

An an active manner due to the fact, that they evaluate
the trends, markets, and sit# desirability and decid©
whsre coramercial and residential &®m%epnetfts will toe
M o a te d *

m m m

u

Sf««f A*»®. fttefwtetAw
Th® Areal isxpaneion of Omah#
The process of land development wlteta the Morthwasb
Oaaha atudy area Is related to the deveiofmsirt and growth
®f the Omaha metropolitan area,

As Omaha grows in num

ber® of people, much of the resulting spatial growth tehee
plate a® lend development or expansion in agricultural
.areas to tee w e t and south of tee built-up portions of
Omaha.
The Omaha Standard WetrepelltMi Statistical Atea has
©xperieneed a steady population growth consisting of a
18,7 pwteft* tedteSte fte® 19#© to 195®, ft &§ percent in
crease fro® 195# to I960* and a .83*# percent increase
from 1969 to 1970*

{Table 8}* the projected increase

from 197© to 198© Shows tee rate of increase slowing to
about 13,8 percent.

The Omaha City Planning Depart®ant,

reflecting tee percentage growth rate In the ©MATS popu
lation trends and forecasts* has projected «* growth of

te» ©raahfi SShSA and of Douglas County as Indicated 1®
Table 2.

fable 1 indicates a population growth rate for

bote tea S8SA and Douglao County of substantially more
than one portent per year fro» If#© to It?©# ted projected

fU b to

2

Population frsate and Forecasts
© sa fe® S U S A *

Gasaha S*<SA

toss?

Population

lf%©
1958
19*0
19?©
1980
198:5-

325*153
386,395

m *m
$m,3m
mam

Wmmmt
§wm%h
if*.?
25,0
22*8
13,8
©3*1
faweet

to 1985*

Douglas County
Papulation

percent

887*5*2
281«©28

yaam
416,209
8&?*©9©
«f,?t©
qmats,

'iHi.lr'tf^'^-

13.5
22.2
86*6
11*6
Ofct*

if?©, p. 'id

©wing the deea<iee #f Uj>© and If*® a growth

s«to of sor# ttoJ* two p$mm% p#r #®a» to toitotttoa
«hll« tho ftojtotoi growth r«to is lower from If?© to
lf®5»

According to the lf85 fa?#jeotio«# to fabl® 2, the

Osseins SKSA will double to »ise -to terras of population
from I9&C to 1985.

fh® additional population growth will

require paw living and working space.

According to past

trends, to® additional sp&oe will moot lltoly to provided
for by expansion into agricultural areas where lead is
available,

The growth trends of c-maha, as identified by

15
the City Planning office, indicate that Caaha originally
exp&nded in a north and south direetion until about 1920»
fx m 1920 to the $m em t time mpwmlm hm been piptearlly
to the west with the ©sawoBt twetfe mem. loaatal to the
norihwast, west, and south. At the present time, there
seems to fee m reason to doubt that the {provttt to the
west ©f Cnaha will eentinue?.
Xa 1938* willlsa B« Baser eeaduotsd a <study «n*

titled fho. Areal Growth of flq>ahfu hetoratflsa, with gta»hp>la

sa nui m§MS& Mm* (owmumm m,D* Dissertation,
Bmpmtmnt of Geography, University of Hatoraoka), 3aker
examined the historical growth of Omaha

fe e s

188?

to 1953

through the me of emtegm$faie mmeemtmsmm of land
uees through time aetiuonaee,

the purpose was to examine

the areal expansion of Omaha through time end to exmine
the festers relative to the patterns developed toy the
growth of the eity*
Baker examined in. detail a s t « % area of west ©safest
which was located on tho wrfeSr* fringe in %.§$&« Oerte*
graphic representations of land usee through time,
©valuations ©f lend ownership, real estate values, and
factors of expansion were etttd to identify characteristics
of the zone of urban tm m fctlm *

Vtm observation® of

Baker *a wrk, it Is noted that the area studied in if58
and found to fee undergoing development froa m m 1 to

u
urban uses .is today newly entirely an urtania.eS area,
A portion of Baler*® study area overlaps a portion
of the study area of this waswweb prejeet*

the «wr»

Japping «eea ia bounded by west Bodge Read* Blende street*
90th street, and 180th street*

it is toportaM to net®

at this joint that the overlapping area was indicated by
Baker «s being ateast entirely in lwg«**teeie ageieuitijral

«®e*

fhe turban ievelepsent whieh is evident in 'this w e e

today hae therefore taken place einee s*k»r*9 study in
1938.

the 0isjjifioan.es at Bakor’e study to this rose arch
preject Is is the aosBpwlson of the two study arena
whieh illustrates the tost that the wlwsSiustton g»e®«»
♦enclosed* Baker*® study wee, end to continuing to it®
westward novement as the Omaha population continues to
grow in numbers and the city In area*

Baker*s study

thereby provides a dotalled s t » % of land ««# activities
at a edsent to tis® {%$$&} to which odapsrtooiw: to the
present can be made.
John p* gipsy* in his research project antitied

2M .£fts>nim im ito lltt a£ Sis, ^

§m&MSSsMM siito

greieettoae. fter 197Q (Omaha tn&an Area .ResearaH Froim t#
University of ©mate* duly* 194?) saaifsttd the population
structure of the Giaaha metropolitan area through time
and Illustrated the pattern of urban settlement,

as

1?
noted %

Zipay (196?$ p* I)t

mm tftsugl* © metropolitan area ilk# t a t e
may tw lnar<smim Its popwlatio«, certain
partitme of that area are experiencing
different rates at growth, A "typical*
American city, far example, has a rapidly
growing arlan fringe aut a central ear©
fhat t» losing pepuis'tioa* a? "changing
seal©" and focusin* on amallor wits with
in the raotropolitan area, such m ttm&m
tracts, # « can acta
the interval
changes «rs tollsg pise®*
In summary , Slpaif*# study notes that Omaha*® population
growth hat teen greatest In the post-war period, resulting
from cycles of residential construction in the fringes
at tha urbanised areas primarily to the west m l south
of the city of Ceate.

(Slpay# 196?, p, 3)*

Although

aclmwledging tho papulation growth of the city of Omaha
In terras of total numbers of persons, lip&y contends
m a t as M«oh as 80 percent of m o city's growth mm due to
annexation of urban fringe territory,

aipay concluded

that m o older inhabited ©sctiorus of the city and the
rural countryside loot population from 1#%® to I960 m i l ©
tit© urban fringe areas’to the west and south of the city
were the rapidly growing sections of the metropolitan area
®# Oasstw*

(Zipay, If#., pp* iS*30i«

The continued expansion and growth of the urbanized
area to the south and west of the city ©f Omaha will re
quire additional agricultural land to be converted to
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urban uses*

Tho Beubl&s County Planning commission m4

MMB 'Umm projected the lend acreage requirements £Or
future urban expansion*

the two projections differ

greatly in projected total acreage re<auira®ents.
acreage requirements projected by

O M A ff

the

are reported in

Table 3»
Table 3
Omaha S W A land use*

1966 * 1985

ewewi
owiiiiwwuujoesaai
wwwessieoi
eiiusMMi
OMiMUii
wsi
MWwieeei^
land Use

m w M m tlM
laiiisiifliii
ful&jUrmi Bmi*»M M J &
$th«r

1963 Acres

1985 tores

21663

29161

5?to

5086

36#?

?605

113*13

165^2

16666?

132095

188289

133239

Source« GHATS* 196?, p« .30#
The 0mTS acreage requirement projection Indicates

an S W A increase in urban acreage of 12,252 acres fro®
1966 to 198$ with a resulting decline in ‘other* acreage
by the o w e amount,

it can be assumed that public street

acreage requirements will increase with urbanisation.
Therefore, the difference of 12.252 acres must bo tafcen
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from the agricultural (other) acreage*

However, the

© M MS projection anticipated that If*8ft acres or more
would he required for additional urbanisation %

1985.

By contrast, the Douglas County Planning Coajstissier,
(I960) has transposed the projected population increase
lute land requirements for the Omaha S®A,

the Commission

as a result anticipates that an additional 27,600 acres
will he needed for urban expansion toy 1980, the total
being over 100 percent of the 25,163 seres In urban use
to 1966,

The commission projects more than twice the

acreage requirements of the dKAfS projection.
It is recognized and anticipated that whether the
1and acreage requirement is 12,000 or 27,000 acres, the
requirement will he met whore toe economic and physical
resistance le least, which to toe agricultural atmm
primarily to toe vest and south of toe city of Omaha*
With over 12*396 acres of land, development (anticipated)
within a twenty year period (1964*1985), new patterns of
land use will likely develop within toe study area*

It

is therefore recognized that this research project should
undertake to identify toe developing land use patterns,
spatial distributions, and areal, associations within a
portion of too growth area of west Omaha,
It is therefore established that there to a functional
relationship and association between toe Cmaha metro*
polltan area and too study .area (Map 01»

Eastern Douglas

o

cyj

o

County and the Study Area) in which the development of
land' within the study area relies basically upon the
continued growth of the metropolitan area*

the study

area Is net recognised as an independent, self-sustain
ing- entity, hut rather it is dependent upon the metro
politan area for sustained growth, public services,
public utilities* employment of residents* and other
social* economic, end factor© which create the functional
relationship,
tbs relationship of the study area to metropolitan
Omaha is further illustrated by the findings of omats
which reported that In 1966 the area enclosed within the
study area had a population of approximately 15*395 of
which only 8? persons were employed In Manufacturing and
85b persons employed in retail trade activities*

the

findings of the present research prelect Indicate that
only 16? acres or 1*27 percent of the study area is in
dustrial land, and 21A ,5 acres or 1*63 percent of the
Study area Is eoiaaercial lend*

in addition, the growth

trends of the city of Omaha, as reported by the ©isaha
©ity Planning offlee* Indicate that annexations arc pri
marily to the west ©f the central city,

this indicate©

that the residents of the study area arc dependent upon
the central city for employment, public service©, and
continued growth of commercial and industrial areas*
a result* the study area doe© -sot appear to have the

As

economic bass to support its t e i M m t a without reliance
upon the central city.
Delimitation of the Study Area
the foregoing dissuasion me. concerned primarily
with introducing the problem for study and. with provid
ing relevant bao&ground information, concepts, ant sum
maries of previous studies concerned with the growth of
Cmaha in terms of population growth and areal expansion.
In order to develop the solution to the problem of identify*
log characteristics, spatial distributions, and areal as*
sedations of land nee patterns within the dynamic growth
area of west Cmaha, a study area was selected on. the basis
of the finding© of preliminary research and observation©
conducted within the growth area*

the northwest Omaha

study area was selected on the basis of examination of
previous development trends, availability of information,
and the recognition that it is a portion of tit# dynamic
growth area'of west Omaha which differs in character trm
the immediate surrounding area,

t he limits of 'the study area wire, established as
90th Street, West Dodge head* 150th Street* and State
Street*

(Safer to Jfef oil

Study Area),

sastern Douglas County and the

the Halts mf 'the study area were selected

according to the differing nature of land use activities
is the immediate surrounding area*

*3
Preliminary investigation indicated that 90th
Street would be the logical eastern limit,

It was found

that such of the area to the east of fOth Street was
developed for urban purposes before i960* West Sedge Head

mm

selected as the m t t m

limits due to the differing

nature of development south of West Sodgo Read,

ij«sb of

the area south of west Sedge Read was developed 'before
development begem within the study area north of west
Bodge Road,

the western and northern limits of "the study

area were established at 150th Street and at State Street,
west and north of these streets the land use is predominantly
agricultural while peefecte of urban development are to be
found immediately to the east end south*
In general, the total study area was delimited as
such boeaueo preiisinary research seemed to indicate that
the total area selected had a certain cohosivenoes or
similarity in the type of development and general land
use patterns which were ooourlng throughout,

little or

ne urban development had ts&e© place within the study
ares before i960,

the Immediately surrounding area®

differed subtly in their nature which became obvious once
the total study area was delimited and researched,
The northwest Omaha study area consists of a total
area of 20.5 square miles, of which 1? entire sections
and portions of

f sections

are included.

Each section or

2%
eejuara mile consists of d%0 acres for a total of 13.120
acres within the study mmm

Th« 20.5 sections ere

divided into 32 quarter sections each of which were
classified* measured, and evaluated throughout this re
search project*
It is necessary to not# that the study area eontains
« relatively large amount of land classified »
cultural,

agri

Of the total 13*12© aeee®# 7*%9& acres or $6

percent of the total study sr»® are classified as agri
cultural,

Research indicated that substantial urban

development m » to 'bo found at a considerable distance
from what would properly be tamed the urbanised area*
Sines the purpose of the research project was to evaluate
the development process, patterns* art associations of
land uses* it was imperative that these important elements
of urban growth be included within the study area,

the

study area is therefore an eswspie of the urban sprawl of
Omaha m it was discussed in Chapter 1.
map 01*

Bastem Douglas county and the Study Area

is a location map shewing the relationship of the loca
tion of the northwest Omaha study area to the immediately
surrounding territory,

the city of Omaha occupies much

of the mem to the east' and south of the study area*

map

01 also serves to Identify th# range, towrsshop, and section
numbers,

the rang#*, township* and section numbers were

Included in order to provide accurate locational description.

The study area maps for type# of land use include the
quarter-sectien Index number for further locational
description.

fejpgjwidtive #f the Study Area
the northwest Omaha study area, is a dynamic growth
area,

the preceding distmssion was ooncemeQ with th®

association of the study area with the central oity of
Omaha.

Chapters 3, b. end 5 which follow attempt to

identify the characteristics of the study area,

Before

preceding, it is necessary to develop a perspective of
shat tli® study area is like in general and In it» social,
economic* and political functions.

Space* time* and

social-economic dimensions must 'be accounted tm before
the land nee patterns c m fee identified*
within the study area* the natural physical feature®
which may have an Influence upon the land developaont
process and urban growth pattern# are the topography and
the floodplains of Thomas Creek and M g fapillion Creek,
the topography consists generally of relatively steep
sloping loess hills.

The stream valleys trend fro® the

northwest to the southeast*

Elevation varies tmm a high

of about l,2bo f#»% |». th# north to a low of about 1,050
feet In 'the southern portions if the study area.

Re

lative local relief averages about l®t feet throughout
the study area*

Comparison of Illustration 1 {horthweat Omaha 195&)

m& Illustration Z (fterthweat Gosha 1971) provides a' tie#
and space perepoctlve of the study arsa.

Striking changes

In land use activities are revealed such as 'the change from
agricultural to residential land uses*

Although the study

is dynamic in toms of urban growth and although
the time dimension Is considered to ho an Important element

in eaplalsing oha»g#.« the time factor was eecondary in
this research project,

This was duo to the fact that in

1958 the entire study eves mm agricultural in nature*

m observed In Illustration 1*

AS observed in illustration

2, by 1971 'the study area had undergone profound change
and was In the process of urban development*

St is there

for® established 'that most of the change and urban deve
lopment has aeeurred within, the last fourteen years (19581972)*

with this fact established, the remainder of this

research project concentrated on the space dimension or
the identification of spatial distributions and areal
associations of land use activities m they exist at one
moment In tlae {197%),
Illustrations 1 and 2, which were hath taken of
th* West ©edge Road as# fOtfe itrest Interseotian at two
points in time, and are oriented to the north-northwest,
illustrate not ortly the change which toss tekea place*
but also the influence of topography and the pre-1960

Illustration

1

northwest Osaha 195b

Illustration

2

Northwest 0*aha 1971
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♦rural* road pattern teas 'tommm the basic fraoework far
the pattern of urban development.

The pra«X96G roads

tend to follow the trend of the floodplains end. ridge*
top® a®i Alee the section lines,

the resulting network

of' reads which havs developed since 1958 have been, guilt

within that framework.
St la "reeogalsat that "it is the ecclal, eeonoalo*
and political factors which is the end decide where ur*
ban growth takes place and where a specific residential
or cemerolal development is located*

however* as. .re*

ported In Chapter 5 of this research project, If ie con*
tended that the results of this research project indicate
thet the pro-existing pattern ©f streets and roads j&sgf
an Important rote in shaping the patterns ©f urban
development,

Although the choices are m&de through

economic, social* and political decisions» the frsaaework
la already #piw®»tobMshs«M

The streets and roads pro*

exist urban dovelispraent, provide access to the matrGpolitan area* ■m t influence the pattern of development.

Im order to provide a perspective ©f the oooial end
aeoneaic conditions and characteristics of tha study area*,

the 1970 census of Housing Slock statistics * census of
Population* and the oaaha jBatropoiitafi Area Transportstion Study (0WS8, 1966) were consulted*

xt was found

that comparison of the data for IfM and 1970 reveal, rapid
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gajpt&mtlon and housing .growth*

In 1§M the study area

had a population of 13*395 and 3*558 housing units.

By

1970, there m a a population of 30*468 and .9*0-36 housing
units.

The data tl-ssrefore infilcatee a population growth

of 17*07© parsons and 5&?8 housing units within four
yoars, which verifies the dynamic character.
It was found that the average value of houses was
$99*040 compared to an average of $1&,7QQ for the city
of csaha.
$164 m

Average apartment rents paid woo found to 0©

compared to Omaha*a #1,02 per month.

The data

also revealed that 43 percent -of the pspwlstitas is under
18 years of age and 3,4 percent are over 82*

By coo-

pariaan, 35 percent of Caaha's population is under 18 and
12 percent is over 62*
The social and oooneaio perspective of the study
area in summary therefore reveals that the ©10% aroa
consists of a relatively young population* with, above
average value bosses and apartment unite*.

Rapid growth is

evident AS revealed by the j?4?§ housing units belli fros
1066 to 1976 *nd by tbs population toe**es»# of 17,070
parson© within the same period.

«KAFfBR 111
Method of Study
Tha problem of identifying land use patterns and
areal association® within the study cures was approaohad
f r a two dimensions —

tbsa arid space,

the present spatial

distribution* and areal asBoolations of land its# activities
were considered as well as the development process through
time.

fit* method employed for this research project con*

elated of a quarter section analysis of the study area*
Several steps were necessary is order to identify patterns
end associations,
lend use patterns exist as a moment in time in the
continuing process of urbanisation,

To evaluate the land

ties pattern® m they presently exist, 1% was necessary to
identify the- change which has taken place through time.

fo

accomplish this objective, vertical and oblique aerial
photographs and maps of the study ay®a were compared and
evaluated for the years 1949, 1955* 1959. 1965* 1971*and
1972*

The development of the growth pattern could be

traced in this manner*

The time clement was considered as

a secondary and preliminary Motor*
Empirical data was needed which would test the

of the
ani generalisations m n m m tag spatial iiatriteil.oms atearastit sstooiifttate*

'f@.:
,

_the ista.#. a ipartes?

.
-

ttam analysis mm m favta& m i ■$te presetere la ■tell tote
in ffc0: f^iIawlnc- iisaiiasSimf

| » l « r Seetioii ta&iysto
fie ip a fta r

analysis tegim fcy afetate lii#

eighty^two ijmafttr seettott map# of the sttef aara& at a
/
•

■

;

X task to igd t m % from fte .Smalm ©tty Wtmmmlmg
fii# stele #f ■■%»■

ateh that .itel^dtei

lot lines we.ro a t o m ate streets and ether areas were

drafted t# a meimiirmtee teslax

laul* o f tk# -fttarter m®**

%tm map# was divided to te fa a rte rt repre&eivttag fo rty
aerea eaeh* .there was a total' of

forty m m

unite for

the en tire -altey isiNim.teite provM ei am tefteiem t tr M
system fo r m#«^rement and mmMwtim*

IM fo rty a&re

g rid system p^m$Mm ■the teals #£ laps o tte f*
It tea neeteitary to determine what irtermatiar ami
late tiae data m m essential to the study
late tee elawiftoattom ayatama m m

Several
the

ieelaioti teimg to modify and use the land use tetegories

aa dtvtiofsi hy th# ftelit AteiniMvtttim ServiM^ Manning
> Xfki*.

the modified late m® elassifieatite

|g provided (Illustration 3) as a aamyle sheet for-Kr#fere»te

iLLm 'snxnw 3
Wfffi USS CMSSIPICAtXOr?

#'* *■*#>•♦4#■*4k s*
*t#### *#■■#■***■#4###■#*♦#
3 &$&!!
4.****##****##.♦*
mittft# 0wtu ti*$ .*#■#+«*** ■**»-*
f$0(80$ *** #.**♦*##««.«#**
61
ItiftiS

«*

41 *

915
939
91?
966
930

tenon i’ellow
m as h
Yellow Orange
Bark Brews
Kagenta

«#i ##«#

local {neighborhood Business » LB
Offices and tante» #»§**»*#*■*** OS
General Business
OS
Intensive B u s i n e s s . *„»«

Mnfe
vermilion Red
Scarlet Lake
Crimson take

light Industry **.**»«»**«**#*
Railroads and Public Utilities
Heavy X e A « « t

m
m

light Gray
Dark Gray

&&&&&*
Parks #.***» »***■*•*<>■>• •»* ** **

p

IS

Public Buildings *#*#*###*****

flO Bserald Green
909 Grass Green
Dark Green

Quasi-Public open uses ««««•** QPO
Churches «* *»*>•>•<*>»*•».1*1* OPC
Quasi-Pullie Buildings
ata

§ 0 3 tim e a la s
90S 8i f r a s s r t e e
90S. i n d i g o B lu e

Crop land »»**•«♦■%*«*********#
livestock land
tfoodland *•*•#**•««*«*««**#*«*
4<#**.■*# *##*##•«#£'*>#*<#»

912 Apple Green
fill Olive Green
#08 Berk §r«en
110 Color
96** Very tight

■PuHlc cchool0

-»*» PS

V

Sfreots-Soads-Highways «««•****» SRM

SCURCSl

ig* Public Administration Ser*
msi
©G Classification, See smm
vice,
for Description of Clsssific&tions.

3*»
All parcels of land within Hit study area were classified
according to the categories outlined*
the procedure of classifying each parcel of land
involved OTorimimrv vii&iElv insnsotion in ftNbifr to &&in

ffBw Sr*1, * "*!7^Splr ••“

•TOs npl®

•aBS-toC W!^'PSys?^Plrt¥wl, ^ l!' 5
P!

cSt

[lUSgi

familiarity with the «tu% wee*
n#

"cr^"

'W- W e ■ >*!*;■■*

W W 1* *

?vW

as much classification

was 4ftsi& te#

&e-r£slL

graphs taken of to© study area in J a w w f ’
* 19fl» Where
the rn&t of land could he classified with certainty* the
Information from the aerial photograph w

coded according

to 'the categories outlined to illustration |« the code
CSP, is, p, etc*)' was then entered to the appropriate unit
arm

m

the quarter section map*
In a number of areas the quarter auction maps were

incomplete to terms of portraying all of the unit areas,
particularly to showing individual fields within toe sgrKe*
cultural m e m *

the aerial photographs provided a means

toy which each boundaries could he drawn to scale on the
--»•**-i-uitoini'mItsis"itifr amtrri-ft
si^-i'ran diitoa^fctotoditt
f
M P I f mMwtmiM
m

t t any uncertainty misted m to the use of a par*
by surveying 'toe area toy automobile*

field inspection mm

toe basis of the final classification and a oheek for &e»

when toe initial classification m s complete,

a

review of toe field mapping was conducted to cheek for

accuracy,

It should to noted at this point that- a land

use classification survey* eueh as this project, la bp its
nature outdated even before It it completed,

for example*

the Initial olaBeifiaation was complete to April, 1W2,
toil# working on tot remaining parts of tola study project,
toe study area toil traversed many times,

it was -noted

that several street which had previously been classified
to vacant or agricultural land now contained new housing
unite or apartment buildings indicating that change is
rapid wlthto toe study area*

These changes to land wee wore

updated m much as possible on tho quarter section maps.
The rapid change to land 'toe- omphasiKos toe dynamic
character and growth of urban development within toe study
area.
The next stop to toe procedure was to color cede
toe toed use activities m the quarter section field maps.
Classification and color codes established by toe Public
Administration Service* Kaopjng for Planning llfbt* pp. 9-1Q3
m m

m o d for toie purpose,

the color cods to included

for m f e m n e e to illustration %
to order «# record and evaluate too date obtained
tows toe completed quarter section field maps, the land
tttt data sheets were developed « * printed,

Illustration

b is a ewapto of toe data sheets used to recording to* total
acres end the percent of total acres for each land use
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ILLUSTRATION k
SAMPLE DATA INFORMATION SHEET
LAND USE AS TOTAL NUMBER OF ACRES
AND AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL AREA

i Section:

Sheet Number:

CLASSIFIED NORTHEAST NORTHWEST SOUTHWEST SOUTHEAST TOTAL
LAND USE TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
%
%>
i°
1°
SF
2F
3^F
APT
M
HM
SUBTOTAL:
LB
OB
GB
IB
SUBS'OTAL:
LM
PM
'
1 HM
SUBTOTAL:
■D
PS
PB
SUBTOTAL:
QPO
QPC
QPB
SUBTOTAL:
AC
AL
AW
SUBTOTAL:
V
VA
VU
VUD
SUBTOTAL:
SRH
SUBTOTAL
TOTAL:
1kOk 100% kOk 100 % ^OA 100% . kOk 1 0 0 % 160A 100%
NOTE: TA ~ Acres* % - Percent of Total Area,
160 Acres/i Section, 40 Acres/i off Section
Classifications are modified from: Mapping For
Planning, Public Administration Service7"l9^57
See same for descriptions of classifications.
.

j.

..

classification*

Sh® data from am quarter station was re

corded on on® sheet with the appropriate quarter section

sheet lodes number for identification,
to divided vertically into tan oelunttw to record

description and

fh® sheet
■&&£&

foif fttttiii

M M t

##' a qwb & g*t

with th® data being recorded fcorlsonfaliy for
each classification, D m use of this sheet made it possible
to maintain a constant cheedr for accuracy for each of the
measurements. It was necessary for oaoh vertical column
to total either forty mem m ISO percent, the total
section)

eolusm to the right required that the subtotal for each
classification Chech with the vertical total Issaediately
above

it*

The vertical total had to equal 160 acres or

ltd percent for the total quarter section, if the
columns did not total 'properly* the measurements were
Ths OT0C84ur& r0etulr<34 iiiStaM & oosipoji^atin^ 'tfolar^
planiawtor to measure the total number of acre© for each

land use classification*

the pienimeier, tmea adjusted

properly, was capable of measuring total aero® by forty
acre unit®*

Bach quarter section m m pswiouely divided

Into four quarters of forty acre® each,

For e©et* forty

acre unit, th®: o d o r coded land use observed within that
arid was .noted*

The planimeter mm used to measure the

total number of acres for each land use classification for

p
©aoh forty aore quarter,

fit# derive** data was recorded

and checked m t8a data sheets as. noted above*

The per

cent of forty acres and the percent of 160 acres for each
classification was obtained through slide rule calculations#
whan all of the forty aore quarters (388) were
measured and Use data recorded# ©Mjsmary totals wore com
puted for each quarter section and for the. .entire study
area#

The summary toted.# for the entire quarter section

analysis of the total study area mm presented m Table %.«

Study Area ternary* fade k I# provided m a reference
for the evaluation and analysis of the data.#

fable h

can also he cospared to fable 1, land Use in Sample of
largest Cities# in order to relate the character and
nature of the study area to characteristics of American,
cities identified by Hansel (1968)*
In order to

evaluate the recorded

ing land use patterns

data

identify

and areal associations, it mm

necessary to construct end draft Maps 02-09, land ose as

Percent of

Acres end Figures 1-1©, Lard use profiles,
These maps and figures present the classified land use
dais both cartographical!? and graphically, the waps am
tools Which illustrate spatial distributions and patterns
Forty

of individual land use activities,
the land use profile# were constructed from Hie
data for each of the major north-south and east-west streets
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TABLE 4

H
O
O
6
O
O

STUDY AREA SUMMARY
% OF CLAS fo OF STUDY PERCENT
GLASSIFIED
TOTAL
LAND USE
ACRES
ACRES
SIFICATION
AREA
TOTAL
7 8 .2 6
SF
12 51.71
. 9*2.5___ ______ 2F
,09
. .73
11.35
.0 2
.16
34f
2.49
224.23
14.40
APT
1.73
,68
M
89.63
.....
5.75
.70
*08
HM
1 0 .85
1554.26
{1 0 0 .0 0 )
SUBTOTAL:
1 1 .8 5
17.80 ~ 1
3 8 .2 5 .
__
LB
8 .1 0
•06
3.80
OB
.62
38.00
GB
.|
81.3,5
.6 6
■40.4o
8 6 .80
IB
214.50
{1 0 0 .6 0 )
SUBTOTAL s
__ 1.63.
1 2 .3 0
,1 6
2 0 .50
LM
43.20
72.00
r pm
. 5 5 .........
44,
50
,56
HM 1
74.50.
(1 0 0 .0 6 )
1 6 7 .0 0
1.27
SUBTOTAL:
82.10
2 .8 3
P
370.09. _
— pg~ 1
,60
7 8 .1 8
1
17.35
.0 2
PB
2.50
.55
SUBTOTAL :
4.50.7.7_i (1 0 0 .0 0 ) L
_ r_..
3.45
QPO
1. 4-0
191.36........J ....7 5 . 5 0 ,
21.14
QPC
53.10
.
.41
.....
QPB
8.50
...
,r
3.36
.07
252.96
SUBTOTAL!
___
1.9.4.
51.2b
;
6736.86 _....... '
91.20
AC
6 1 0 .6 1
1
4.70
AL
8.25
42.40
AW
.
.35
- .
*55
(
1
0
0
.
0
0
)
SUBTOTAL•
7389.87
_5<>. 31
y
.34
45.10.
.
2.65
VA
10.46
164.45
1.25
I
572.02
34.80
YU
.. 4.36
VUD
. 857.03
..'
52.15
__ 6.55
1 6 3 8 .6 0
(1 0 0 .0 0 )
SUBTOTAL s
1 2 .5 0
i4 5 2 .o4
1SRH
_ 11.05 .
1452.04
(1 0 0 .0 0 )
SUBTOTAL
11.05 1
1 3 1 2 0 .0 0 13120.00
1 0 0 .00 $
1 0 0 .0 0 $ !
TOTAL:
-MOTE: Classifications are modified from Mapping; For Planning, Public Administration Service, 1948, See
same for description. Data derived from measure*
ments and slide rule calculations, June, 1972.
13*120,00 Acres (20.5 sq. mi,) Total Study Area,

within the study area.

Their purpose is to graphically

portray and reveal the areal associations of land use
activities,

graphic correlations, both positive and

negative* are observable on the land use profiles.

Each

of the profiles was evaluated after the land use distrlbu*
tlens and patterns were determined f p w Baps ®2*©f * the
land use profiles form the basis of the analysis of areal
associations presents! in Chapter V ©f this research re*
port.

The profiles are therefore Included as a part of

Chapter v.
naps 02-09 were drafted with a Quarter section grid
system*

Each Quarter section was divided into four

Quarters of forty acres each*

The forty acre units compose

the grid system which can be observed on the maps.

HI

data was grouped and recorded on the maps by forty acre
unite*
to aid in the identification of the location of
specific forty aero units* the index number as established
by the Omaha © 1 % Pisanoleg Departmfint was included for
each quarter section*

When reference is made to * specific

forty acre unit* it la identified and located -on the maps
by stating the quarter section index number and the direc
tional location (northeast, northwest, southeast, or south*
■west) of the specific forty acre unit within the Quarter
section*

For example, when reference is made to the forty
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acre unit located at the intersection of 90th Street and
fast Podge Road, the locational Identification will state
t U S B which identifies the location as the southeast <par»
ter of quarter section Index number 212,

Street names of

major streets are also included within the margins of each
of the maps to provide a perspective with which to relate
the study area and portions of the study area to available
Street maps of the area*
naps 02-08 mm a series of land mm maps designed
to identify the distribution end patterns of various lend
use activities*

£&ch map records the spatial distribu

tion of a particular land use classification * patterns
of urban development can be identified from these maps.
For each map, the data was grouped, color coded, and
recorded by the percent of forty acres occupied by the
activity*
Rap 09 is a generalised land use map of the study
area for 1992,

it was constructed from the data by de

termining ’tile particular land use activity which occupied
tits greatest percent of each forty acre unit*

Generally*

with some exceptions,'it' was found that the dominant land
use activity, whatever It might be for each forty acre unit,
was forty percent of the total area or more.

In eleven

cases, the forty acre units had to be split between land
use activities when it m s difficult to determine the
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greatest or dominant percentage In any one land use ac
tivity.

For example, several, times the land use activity

was divided as §0 percent and 50 percent which required
splitting' the forty aore units,

the purpose of Mop 09, 'Land

d m 1973* m s to aid in determining the areal, associations
between the various load us# activities %

screening out

the less important {in terms of area occupied) land use
activities,
Maps 02-89 were grouped together to aid In making
comparisons between the individual maps,

cmeralimtions

concerning patterns, distributions, and areal associations
between differing land use activities could be more easily
Identified through easier .reference in this manner.

Land use Analysis* I9?2
Ths paps*# «f Chapter I? is be present and evaiuate the researched information and data, misting to the
spatial distributions of land use activities.

gaeh land

use activity is considered separately In reference to
gap* 02-09 and Figures 1-10.

M noted in Chapter

111* the

researched information wm classified* (Illustration 5)*
graphically portrayed m land use profilea, and napped ac
cording to classifications modified from Manning fpr.Maanlaa
(Public Administration Service* 1948).

gaps 02-09 and

Figures 1*10* In addition to the data recorded on the
eighty-two land use classification sheets* (illustration 4}*
for® the basic of the following spatial analysis of the
study area,

the following analysis is prtMtoilp 4 #0*

scrlptive analysis of each land use activity by the per
cent of forty acres,

fable 4* Study Area Summary* is

included at this point for reference,
Residential land use
of the total 1|*124 a c m e with the study area* 1,5,54,2d
acres or 11*@5 .percent w«fi ei&esifled as residential land use.
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'Cfa1»l@ % *• Study Area Summary) ♦ Single-family housing aocounted for 1*215*71 acres or 76,26 percent of all n M »
flentlal land uses.

Apartments accounted for 226,23 acres

or 16,60 percent of all residential land usee while the
remaining 7,36 percent of all residential land uses mm
divided among fwe-family housing* three* .and four-family
housing, mobile homes, and motels*
Residential land use Is widespread throughout the
study, area, ranging from dispersed farmsteads %a high
tensity apartment complexes,

Map 02, Residential land use,

indicates that the greatest proportion of residential land
use is located slot® $0t!s street between Western Avenue
and Fort Street*

the proportion of land In residential

lend use declines and scatters to the west of 108th Street*
At the intersections of the main streets *•» 90th Street and
vest Dodge Road, 90th street and west Maple heed* and 90th
■Street end Port Street* the proportion of land in residen
tial use declines*

fttle decline is Attributed to the -we

of this land for ether ptrpeese such a® commercial and
agricultural uses*
It ie important to note the alignment of residential
land use ■along or near test- Dodge Road*

By comparing maps

of other land use activities and by field observation it
is Hound that very little of the street frontage is in
residential nee*

A number of the residential areas located
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m a r west Bodge Read ar© mobile homes and motels,

Thle

observation is accounted fo r toy the fact that the Real*
dentlal Land Use nap (mop 02) la a representation o f
residential land sea as & percentage of forty m rm * :As
ouch, housing units ©ould ho cluster©*! or dispersed through*
out the forty acre unit as far m one-fourth of a mils
frora West Oo%e Road,
Interstats hid appears to h a w "enclosed" -the
residential araas to the east,

fh# routs of interstate

680 can fee traced roughly on Map 02 toy noting the lower
percentage of residential land use found within units
290* 288, 286, 88** and 182*
Several outliers of residential land mo are
identifiable to the west of 188th Street*

these resl*

dontial clusters consist o f single-family and apartment
housing located within an area bounded by tsaple Street*
Fort Street, IQSth Street, and 120th Street*

(Sheet

Index IvUrabers *88, *§?, *90, *89, *92, *91),

8§r compari

son with other maps, hope 06*. 07, 08* and 09, it is found
that these residential clusters are nearly surrounded by
agricultural activities,

the proportion of land in streets

and roads end vacant lend' increases within the identified
area*

the large proportion of vacant land indicates the

transitional nature of the area noted*
Within the northeast portion of the study area

imp

0 2 )» a

able

and is accounted for by tbs existence o f tbs team of

Irvington*

cluster o f residential land use I s M e n i i f i *

Irvington differs in nature from most o f the

r e m a i n d e r o f t h e s t u d y a r e a d u e t o the- f a c t t h a t I t c o n 
sists o f older,
ment*

jpra-isfio r e s i d e n t i a l s e t t l e m e n t a n d d e v e l o p 

Irvington 18 i n m any w ays typical o f the m a n .

fseferasfca

torn*

although it Is b eginning to display

(such as recant residential development}
and

influence o f urbanisation,

im

i n u n i t s A 8 2 S E a n d hj 6

88

m

evidence

o f the approach

Irvington is identifiable
a r e a with, a g r e a t e r p r o p o r 

tion o f residential land than the

immediately surrounding

areas*
Pre-1§60 settlement following the route of Highway

133 i8 noted t» unite AbbSE, 04hSg,
hh5HE,

h&3SS# and

in addition# m i t e eeiSE .and EA6SW are recorded as

forty aero units with sore than 60 percent of the land
occupied %

.residential uses*

the residential use of the

land consists of a relatively recent development of &
mobile homo park*

In Cttsratary, it was found that residential land
use is widespread throughout the study area and accounts
■for 11*85 percent of the total area*

the neatest pro

portion of land in residential use is located within an
area bounded fey 90th Street, 108th street, festers Avenue,
ar.<i Port Street#

the influence of roads and highways is

a factor which has played a major role In shaping the
residential land

m#

pattern,

the Influence I# identified

by the linear pattern of residential land along the major
reads and highways end If the elttatering of reeidential
land between major streets*

Important street- intersec

tions along 90th Street M m

m decline of residential sees

dee to their probable valae for other uses suefe as com
mercial activities.
Commercial hand fee
-MiteitifccaSfc

db.* dittfcJ

i f c

'd&tftoHiitf

.

ififr '-fr ■afarffi

-.ui-fc.a- -a lAri.-win nltfftiihil Aii bBt'

.atv l-^-ir,

llgg-.

.atfe.

I48flw l iPM JPif* wlwwlrllJIJft pMK|NMMMI w i P f i w f i i i M t

a percentage of forty acres

m

Map 03*

H i commercial

lend use activities were inolutartl which consisted of a
great variety,

types of ccwuserelal activities very from

those requiring only a small amount of actual land area
ouch as office® to those retiring lerga amounts of land
area such

m

ehooting ranges

m&

automobile racetracks.

Commercial land use is sot an important activity
In tew® of the total, area occupied by each ueee.

However,

oosraeroisl activity Is a very significant localieed activ
ity is, terns of providlws? goods and services for the cooldents of th* study area.

Only ilb*J»§ acres or 1*63 per

cent of the total 13,130 stores was used for oosaeroial

the localised areas of ooameralal activities

§&
identified on Map ©3 oocur In several areas near 90th
Street,

Commercial developaents near 90th Street consist

o f hath string type commercial areas end shopping' centers.
Shopping center oomraoreial activity m m 90th street in
cludes Irvington (b5djtg)g the intersection of fort street
and 90th Street, and the intersection of Maple Street and
90th Street*

String type commercial activity is located

primarily m m 90th Street and between Maple Street and
Blond© Street*
the most Important commarcial activity within the
study area in terse of hath Meant of land occupied and
providing goods and services it the Westroed® .Shopping
Center located immediately north of west Bodge Road fro®
about 96th Street to Interstate -68©*
289, 2903b ),

(Sheet Index Swabere

Although it is located within the study

area, Westro&ds Shopping Center serves the entire metro
politan area of Omaha as a regional shopping center.
It should be noted that in classifying commercial
land such as shopping centers* the entire land area oc
cupied by the actual commercial activity and the parking
facilities was classified: as commercial lend

m s

* the

reasoning for this classification was that the commercial
activity could not function without parking facilities.
Although land used for parking facilities could relatively
easily be converted to other uses* it is unlikely that this

m
would occur due to the need tor parsing space.
two additional commercial activities within the
study area are of a different nature than those previously
discussed,

these commercial areas are a shooting range

<5h3SB5 and Sunset Speedway (WSOke, S80SS) which are lo
cated in predominantly agricultural areas*

Bo-fcll UWXm

sisrelal activities require relatively large amounts of
land,

the nature of these two commercial activities, in

volving. noise end seise element of danger* probably has
ouch to do with their location outside the urbanised
areas.
In summary, it mm found that commercial land use
activities are not a prominent feature in terms of the
total land area occupied.

Commercial activities art'

however important elements In localised areas providing
goods and services to the community» localised areas of
commercial activities were identified as Irvington* 90th
Street .including both string typ® and chopping center
development * Westroads Shopping Center, a Sheeting range*
end Sunset Speedway,
Industrial land $se
Industrial land use activities, much like commercial
activities, are not a widespread element throughout the
total study area.

Of ail classifications* industrial land

use occupied the .smallest amount of total, land area.

Only

..§1#

l& f acres or I , ST percent, of the total study area was
classified as Industrial. According to Map 04, industrial
land use Is located In localised areas primarily m e t of
Interstate 680.

fhie la likely due to the nature of in*

duetrial activities which generally require relatively
large blocks of land but are considered undesirable elements
In residential areas.
Five localised areas of industrial activities can
he identified on Slap 04, industrial land Use,

Several

manufacturing plants ere located at 108th Street and West
Dodge Road {29032} which together occupy acre then 2$ per*
cent of the total forty acres*

it should ho noted however*

that Sap 0% Generalised land Use indicates that the
greatest percentage of land use for this forty acre unit
is streets and roads*
An electric power substation is located at the
Intersection of 108th Street and Blonde Street (2863W),
Such public utilities are classified as industrial land
uses.

The power substation utilises more than 25 percent

of the total forty acres,
A sanitary landfill is located south of West Maple
Hoad and west of 108th Street (491, 492}.

According to

ttap @4, this landfill utilises the largest block of land
of .all industrial uses within the study area*

This land*

fill’s capacity is newly exhausted and officials are

presently attempting to locate a new landfill site*

The

present site will then be.closed and converted to ssras
other activity*
A fourth industrial area la located near Fort
Street at about 120th Street C486SW, 48fesu)* this In*
dustrlal activity consists of another public utility .sen*
slating, of natural -fas storage and maintenance yards,
Perhaps the most intensely utilised industrial
area is located to the northeast or Irvington portion of
the study area.

This industrial area (444# 443* 445# 442,

456). is composed of a variety of industrial activities.
The predominant industrial activity appears to be the
Chicago and northwestern Railroad property which accounts
for the linear pattern of industrial activity from north*
west to southeast*

Associated with and near the railroad

right-of-way are a variety of industrial activities in*
eluding public utilities* electrical maintenance yards*
construction company storage yards* oil storage facilities*
and manufacturing facilities among others*

It is important

to note that the Omaha Metropolitan Ares Planning Agency
and the Omana City Planning Department have designated
this particular area for future industrial expansion*
In summary* it was found that industrial activity
was 'not widespread throughout the study area but was
localised and concentrated to relatively large blocks of
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land generally to the west of Interstate 680.

Railroads,

public utilities, and the sanitary landfill site comprise
moat of the industrial land use.
present l» and m m Irvington,

Hanufacturing plants are
fte# Gfeieago and gorth*

western Railroad and Irvington was identified. as a sig
nificant Industrial area., relative to the total study area,
and the site of probable future Industrial expansion.
Much of the Industry near Irvington was established prior
to 1968 and serves local, needs,

the linear pattern of

these industrial uses was attributed to the location of
the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad and the associated
industrial activity located near the railroad,
lend deed for Public Purposes
Map 05 Public land is® records and illustrates
the pattern and distribution of land used for public par*
poses,

M l land used for public purposes was grouped

together in one- classification on Eap 05. However, in
classifying,, recording, and evaluating the public land
use .data, distinctions were mad# between publically owned
land (such as public paris® and schools) and privately
owned land (Quasi-publlc) which is open to use by the
public with certain restrictions such as churches and
country clubs,

Public mid <pag.l*publi# land uses are

both recorded on Map 05, Since both types of land use
are available for public use, ownership -was not considered

an important factor ter the purposes of this research
project,
the total lend area occupied tor public purposes
is mi important element pit a relatively mall proportion
of the total study area*

As noted in the Study Area

Summary (fable 4), 050,?? acres or 3.65 percent of thetotal study area is used for public purposes*

of the

650.?? acres, 370.09 acres or §1*10 percent is used for
public parks* 78.10 acres or If*35 percent for public
schools, and 2.50 aotes or 0.55 percent for public build*
inge.

auasi-publio uses total 252.96 acres m 1.9b per*

cent of the toted, study area*

Of these, 191*36 acres or

75,40 percent are used for country clubs and golf courses,

53.10 acres or 21.14 percent for churches, m € 6*5® acres
or 3*36 percent for quasi-public buildings*

Together,

public mid quasi-public usee total 703.73 acres or 5*39
percent of the total study area*
Hap 05 indicates that use of the land for public
purposes is a relatively widespread factor although
generally concentrated within the urbanised arose with
a few exceptions.

By comparing Map 02 Residential land

be* and Map 05 Public land is# it is found that public
use of the land correlates very closely with the residential
ureas east of 106th street.

This is attributed to the

number of schools, churches, and other public facilities
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usually required for a residential area#

The forty acre

unit numbered 269SW appears to hare a very largo pro
portion (more than 50 percent or twenty acres) of land
devoted to public wee of the land*

This is attributed to

the location of Horton Junior High School and its as*
sedated ground®, ballflelds, and parhing faeliitiss#
heat of 108th Street two relatively large bleoko
of public land are encountered (561, 563, 565, 688# and
696# 697# 698).

The nature of this public land differs

£r©» (tush ©f the public land east of AfSih Street,

the

largo blocks ©f public land (a golf course and a public
park) are located in predominantly agricultural areas and
the use made of than does not appear to he as intensive
as the use generally made of public land east of 108th
Street.
The public land located issaedlately to the mmt of
120th Street between West Maple Soad to north of Fort
Street is accounted for as land which has been designated
ini dedicated as Tranquility Park# a publicly ©mod park,
float of Tranquility Park at this time is undeveloped as
park land and appears acre m agricultural land although
it ie available for use by the public*

The public land use

observed immediately to the south of Blonde Street and to
the east of 126th Street is accounted for by the golf
course occupying the land.
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In summary, it was Sound that ail public use of
the land accounted for ?0J,?3 acres or 5,39 percent of
tli# total study area which to a relatively small but sig
nificant proportion,

toblic use of the land is generally

widespread throughout the raaMential areas while several
large 'but localised blocks of public land were accounted
for to the west of 108th Street to the predominantly
agricultural area.
land Used for Agricultural Purposes
flit predominant use of the land within toe study
area to agriculture*

Of the 13*110 total acres, 7,289*8?

acres m 36*31 percent of toe study area was classified
as agricultural* It was explained in a preceding chapter
that a relatively large amount of agricultural land was
included within toe study area due to toe need to examine
and evaluate significant urban developments bayond the
urbanised area,

to addition, the character of the study

area to .greatly influenced by the existence of agricul
tural activities to' and near the urbanised arose,

it should

bo recalled that toe study area was recognised as an area
undergoing rapid change and dynamic urban growth*
concern of to# study prelect w

She

not with urban features

or land uses alone but with too combination of both urban
and agriculture! feature# end land uses os they 'relate

to the total character and nature of the study area.
As recent a® I960* the entire study area, with a
few exceptions such as Irvington, was almost entirely
agricultural in terras of land use and general Character
(Refer to illustration 1)*

Agriculture is therefore as

raueh a part of the total study area and its patterns and
character as are all the urban land uses combined,
Dap 06 Agricultural lend Use* is significant fey
what it does not show m m i l m by what it does show,
the percentage classification is grouped! in such a way
that forty acre units with loss than 25 percent of the
area (ten acres) in agricultural land uses are not re
corded on the snap.

By arranging the percentage groups in

this manner, the less important agricultural areas were
screened out and the predominantly agricultural areas
(75 percent or acre) wera emphasised,
She general outline and westward extent of the
urbanised area is revealed on Bap 06 fey where agriculture
is not present,

the urbanised area is therefore determined

to fee located generally oast of 108th Street between Blonde
and ids Street.

It extends west to about 126th Street

south of Blonde Street*

there appears to be a transi

tional area between the agricultural and urban limits,
there is some Intermingling of land uses as indicated fey
urban outliers in predominantly agricultural areas and

some agricultural areas surrounded by urban areas.
Caution needs to be exercised in interpreting
Map 06 in this manner due to the fact that a tm forty
acre units of agricultural land can be identified within
the urbanised area,

those relatively aaali felocfes of

agricultural land within the urbanised area contribute
t® the character and nature ©t -the study a m ,

However,

fey comparing lap 06 and Hap Of (land Use lf?2)« It is
found that there is a positive correspondence between the
agricultural areas mopped on each map,

this appears to

verify the validity of to® data <m& toe percentage groupings for Map 06,
if toe urbanised area is reveals# by the area
covered collectively by all land uses except agriculture,
toon toe agricultural lap# use nap (Map 06) should reveal
toe urbanite# area where agriculture is not a major land
use feature,

this generalization is held to be vail# toy

compering toe entire series of Stays bSMSf*

It is found

that tola relationship between urban an# agricultural
land uses is revealed within each map,
Besides revealing the general outline of toe ur
banise# area an# the limits of agricultural an# a t o m
activities, Map 06 reveals several features stout toe
transitional character or nature of land use between urban
an# agricultural areas within the study area,

the
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percentage ©roupinge were constructed so that predominantly
agricultural areas would be emphasised (?5 percent or more)*
A© a result, it la found that a relatively great amount of
the study area I© claasifisd within thin grouping.

The

remaining two percentage groups (25,0~b9»9 said 5®*0«?4#%)
can be considered as transitional areas between urban and
rural land*
The forty acre unit areas ranking within the 25
to 75 percent groups are generally located in areas on or
near the urban limits idlers the change from urban to agri
cultural activities begins,

xt Is proposed that these

forty aero units represent w i l d transitional areas between
agricultural and urban land use activitl.se.
Hop 86 reveals several additional features about
tho pattern of agricultural land use activities within
the study area,

xt Is found that even when taking into

account the transitional character of many forty acre unite,
the physical change from agricultural to urban land uses
is suits often very abrupt particularly within the western
portions of the study area,

in numerous instances, c o m

and born fields adjoin residential properties*

the abrupt

nature of the change from urban to agricultural activities
is also revealed end supported through examination and
analysis of the- land use profiles (figures 1*10)*
The abrupt change is partially accounted for by

6?
the large blocks of land, which a*?*, mommies for modem
mechanized agriculture.

When urfeon development begim

within a predominantly a^lsultwrSX area, the process
usually involves the purchase ant development of a large
block of land such m an entire farm consisting of forty
seres or mere*

Saits often an entire Quarter section or

even an entire section of land will fee parchased sad re
tired from agricultural activities*

there is usually a

waiting .period of varying lengths of time between the
parOhaae and the actual construction of strwotures m i
facilities upon the property,

During thi® time the land

would fee considered vacant land under development If
grading of the land had begun.
An example is Tranquility park (5^1,5^3*5^5) which
is presently undergoing development but It open to use fey
the public*

frantulilty Pest; was Suddenly withdrawn from

agricultural use when the purchase of the property was
made,

it is still surrounded fey land in active agricul

tural use*

This would appear to account for the abrupt

change between agricultural, end urban lend uses*
Xn contrast, the reverse situation is observed in
the southeast Quarter of sheet number 212 which la located
at the intersection of 90th Street and West Dodge aoad.
this forty aoro unit is predominantly a®fic«ltura3. with
mere than 75 percent or thirty acres in agricultural c m *

The wait Is surrounded fey urban land uses.

It would

fee expected that this forty acre unit would fee used for
commercial activities*

It is assumed that this property

is presently feeing withheld fees the real estate market
end that seme type of commercial, residential, or public
use will fee made of the property at a future time*

The

site* with some .grading, should nab# a choice commercial
location since traffic is heavy on both poth Street and
on west ©edge Road.

While waiting to market or develop

the site for urban purposes, the present agricultural
use would help to defray the expense of the taxes paid
on- the property as well as controlling 'the weeds*
In summary, it was found that of the total study
area of 13,129 acres, ?,389,8? acres or 56,31 percent was
used for agricultural purposes.

Agricultural activities

are important features relating to the total character of
the study area*

fhe transitional nature of areas located

between agricultural m i urban areas was recognized near
108th Street*

it was also recognised that the charge fro®

agricultural to urban 'land uses lb often an abrupt change
largely due to the development process.

An outline of the

urbanized area m s identified m feeing 'the areas where
agricultural activities arc not present to any great degree*
A comparison analysis of Maps 02-Op aided in revealing
the areal association between agricultural and urban areas.
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Vacant Land
Although no apparent ues is oade of thO land, a
largo proportion of the total atudy area was classified ae
vacant land*

Of the 13*120 total acreo* 1*639*60 acrea or

12*5 percent had m apparent use at the present tiao*
Vacant land ia a iarse .proportion of the total ares and I®
therefore a® important faster influencing the character of
the study area,
land was classified as vacant if m structures or
facilities and no apparent use was mate of the lend at the
present time,

if doubt existed as to whether say parcel

of land was vacant# aerial photograph® for 1970« 1971*
and 1972 were examined end compared in'Order to establish
the use of the land and to verify the classification*
Vacant land could also fee termed idle land or lend
under development*

R.C. Brov/n, in his study of idle laid

*96?,
pp. 1-3), accounts for idle 1msM m fellows*
Theoretically* the reallocation process of laid,
from agriculture to urban use is a smooth one,
land shifts fetm am use *a* to another ’S ’
when the use- of *S* will provide a higher teonosic rent on the land than will use *A% . , •
However* in reality the system dees m t work
quite this smoothly, it Is recognised that an
other stage# Idleness# often enters the transi
tional precsss, thus* instead of a smoothly
flowing system from agricultural to urban uses*
Hi'
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Idleness to urban. Map inspection indicates
that the patterns created by Idle land upon
a landscape are not significantly different
from those of other forms of land use.
the findings of this research project on northwest
Omaha are in agreement with Brown's conclusions on idle
land in falsa* Oklahoma.

idle or vacant land la an is*

portant factor indicating the transitional nature of the
northwest Omaha study area*

the pattern of Idle land ae

revealed by ®ap 0? Vacant land is similar in many respects
to patterns of other types of land use.
Relatively large areas of vacant land are observed
in portions of the study area east of 120th Street which

m s previously Identified as urban in character.

Little

or no vacant lend is observed to the predominantly agri
cultural areas,

parcels of 1and ranging in site from

Individual'vacant lots to large blocks of vacant land were
classified as vacant if no apparent use was .presently made
at the land.

Hence# these lends are "urban vacant” rather

than "agricultural vacant* at this time,
beet of 108th Street ms several large areas of
vacant land <487, 551. 757, 60§, 467. 488, 462).

it was

found that each of these areas was an area undergoing the
process of development*

Each area, having previously been

removed from agricultural use, was in the transitional or

m
idle etage as identified %

Brown*

Each w m presently Ia

the process OS’ development into large ccsmeroial or i-eito
dential houeing areas*
In summary, it mas found that vacant land la a
large proportion {IB,5 percent) of the total study area,
!ihe transitional character of the study area was revealed
by the large percentage ©f vacant land, and by the distribu
tion and pattern of 'meant land*

fh® patterns created ’by

the distribution of vacant lend appear to raeemtele ’
the
patterns of other land uses*

large blocks of vacant land

west of 108th street were identified as esasaptoe of the
transitional character of the vacant land*
Streets, Road®, and Highways
Although the original Public Administration
Service land «s» classification (P&spltug.for Planning.,
19*8) did not provide for ’
Streets and roads-, the classifies**
tlon «m

added when freitotoary research indicated the

relatively larg® amount of lend devoted to such ass*
Streets and roads utilise l,bSS«Ob acres or 11.05 .percent
of the total 13,180 acres,

if is believed that 11 percent

ie a conservative figure since the total lend area devoted
to motor vehicle use is In -ell probability much greater.
Tho difference to accounted for, m discussed previously,
by the parking facilities*

Parking facilities for west

n
m mm-mi&t public, end apartment activities were classified
within aaoh respective classification rather than as streets
or rosde due to th® inability of the respective activity
to function without adequate parting facilities.
In cities of 100,000 population, Clawson (X9?l*
p» 43) reported that X?.S to !§#© percent of the last Is
used for public streets,

She average for Omaha is about

If percent whii® the 'northwest Omaha study aroa 10 11
gmnMNot*
it is important to note however that acre than JO
percent Of the study area Is agricultural,

m indicated

by hap 08, streets and goads, the agricultural areas have
to straata and
reads.

it 1* also recognised that the study area is a

dynamic growth area, is transitional in character, and am*S S S f S II

m e

$&&$&&$&%&%.

#Jf"

arsfi B^ESSiS'SlllFSl. Ijpli*

appears to Indicate that many elite of streets and

roads are yet to be oooetructwd*

fhte# factors together

would tend to lower the total proportion of land presently
used for streets and roade.
£Jap 08 Streets and Hoads reveals the pattern
created by the distribution of land devoted to streets,
roads, and highways,

A large proportion of land devoted

to streets and roads (more than 20 percent) is observed
in the urbanised portion of the study area east of 108th

street*

fte percentage grouping is arranged in such a way
that it emphasises the forty acre units to which streets
and roads ere the predominant land use activity (acre toon
§9 percent), the result is that the rente of interstate
680 em be traced between 99th Street and 106th street
from, north to south across As study ares* lore precisely,
m y the intereectione of Interstate 686 md major streets
such as vest Sedge seal* west Maple .Bead# Fort street* and
others are revealed by this grouping, in several cases
it was found that smoh intersections utilised forty or more
seres per intersection, the routs of interstate 6E0
between intersections required a large proportion of land
also as revealed by the 20*50 percent grouping*
In summary» it was found that the major street®*
roads, and highways to addition to Interstate 630 provide
vital physics! links and interconnections with areas out
side too study area. Accessibility tee played a vital part
to shaping the patterns and influencing the extent and
rate of growth of the study area, the Influence of toe
topography and toe pre«196& road pattern -on toe major
streets of today was discussed in a previous chapter* Xt
is anticipated that the accessibility of toe study arts
will continue to play m Important and vital mis to toe
future urban growtn tod development of the study arsa. the

7*i
accessibility of -the study area ia evidenced by tbs'fast
that almost any point within tho Cnaha metropolitan area
oan to® reached by automobile teas the study area within
twenty to thirty minutes*

Areal. Associations.an® fane*

tional interrelationships with the Omaha metropolitan area
are recognised as vital elements forming the basis of con
tinued growth and development of the study area,

However*

much of the concern of this research project is with the
distribution, patterns, and areal associations which exist
among land uses within the study area.

land use 19?B
Much of the preceding discussion has dealt with
accounting for the location, distribution, and patterns
of the various land use activities as they presently exist
within the study area,

Map 09 land vtte 1972 and Figures

1-10 hard vae .Profile* were constructed in order to aid
in identifying the interpreting the areal associations
between the various land use activities within the study
area,
lap 09 is a composite map which draws together
the predominant land use activities .for each forty acre
unit*

m p 09 Should not ho considered as a detailed land

use map since many land uses are omitted*

Generally all

uses of loss than ho percent of the total unit area rare

omitted in the mapping procedure.

nap Of was constructed

to reveal only the predominant land use activities by
screening out 'the lees relevant land uses*

the areal

associations between the various predominant land use
activities within the study area are. ravealsd by Hap Of*
Several generalisations can be made concerning the
areal associations of land use aotivitias as revealed by
Map Of, keeping in mind that land use activities are
mapped according to the predominant activity*

It was

found that agriculture la the predominant land use ac
tivity north of Ida street and west o f 108th street,

the

urbanises .portion of the study .area is generally located
south of Fort Street and east of 108th Street although
there are several urban outliers or housing developments
located within the agricultural m m to the west of
Interstate 680,

Although the land use patterns are

transitional in character, abrupt change® are frequently
observed between urban developments and agricultural ac
tivities west of interstate 660,
A positive correlation appears to sstst between the
location and distribution of vacant land* street® sod roads,
commercial activity* apartment complexes, and eingl® telly
'housing east of Interstate 68o,

it la therefor® proposed

that areal associations exist between t h e m land use activi
ties due to their location in relationship to each other*

f&
It m s a im f ound that & relatively large pro
portion of land |« presently vacant or under d&velopment.
The vacant land is generally located to the aaet of inter*
state 680 within the urbanised ama*

A few large areas of

vacant land under development art located In the agricul
tural areas to the west of interstate 680*

the presence

,o# large proportions of vacant land indicates the transi
tional character of the study area between urban and rural
land uses*
the construction of interstate <80 through the
appears to '.hews fos
tered urban growth by providing access to metropolitan
Omaha rather thin limiting or containing growth*

The

urbanized portion of tbs Study ares appears to be "enclosed”
by Interstate <80*

However, research indicated that

Interstate 680 was not containing urban growth but rather
urban growth was ’’spilling overt into the agricultural
areas to the west*

interstate 68# was built around the

developing urbanized m a

lit the decade of the 1960*0*

Urban expansion will likely contina© to the west of Inter*
State £3G.

This graces® was identified or evidenced by

tho r&c^Bt tirtttttt
^Re

Sw<wiP

the study area*

tr w * r

In ii«& M M & M i
t
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it seems probable that the future will

find intensive urbanisation far to the west of Inter
state 680,

6#

Xt w s also found that commercial and industrial
land uses are nut important features of the study area In
terae of the total area occupied,

However the commercial

and Industrial activities serve an Important function fey
providing goods, services, and employment to the community.

Conclusions
A restatement of the problem investigated in this
research project appears to he helpful in the presentation
of the conclusions,

The problem for investigation was.*

Within the northwest Omaha study area* what are the pat*
terns and spatial distributions of the various land use
activities and what met the areal associations and inter*
relationships between these patterns and activities?
the social, political, and economic proceases act*
ing upon the development of land use a@tiuitl.es, patterns,
and areal associations are recognised as important factors*
However, the focus sad purpose of this research project
was on the areal associations and spatial distributions of
lend use activities within the study area *• the visible
results of the social, political., and econoale processes
acting upon the landscape,

trh© development of land use

patterns through time was alee considered, although as a
secondary factor, since it was established that most of
the urban development within the study area had ta&en
place since I960,

fhe influence of the pre*1960 road

pattern and of the topography was established as a primary

n
force shaping th« form cf the present land use patterns*
AO discussed An Chapter $hge#« the land use data
was collected, classified, and analysed fey forty acre
unite*

%

evaluating the data and the derived maps i»

Chapter Four* it was ©stafeiishsd that land use pa&tMsna
and associations eaiet within the northwest Craaha study
area,

This was dctenained through the observation end

analysis of the distribution of the various land use
activities within the study ansa*
The purpose of Shatter Five is to identify the
areal associations of land w e activities * to relate the
meanings of these areal associations to the literature on
urban growth, end to accurately report the findings end
conclusions of this research project through the applica
tion of meaningful generalisations and conclusions*

The

structure of Chapter Five is provided by the j,snd Pa© Pro
files (Figures 1-1Q) which reveal the area! associations
of the four predominant lard use activities which are
residential* street# and roads, agriculture* and vacant
land*. The purpose of the land as# profiles is to reveal
the areal association* of land use activities near the
primary east-west end north-south street® and roads,

the

spatial variations from place to place as well as the arael
associations of each of the land use activities can thereby
fee identified*

too land am profiles (Figures 1*1$} reveal de
finite lend use patterns and associations,

Each change

in the direction (up or dew} of each profile
counted for to some manner.

am bo

ac

Each profile can be evaluated

and traced to correspondence to each of aape 02*Qg and
thereby account to detail for each high, low* and Intersadist® point to the profiles*

tor the present purposes,

it to suffielent to identify only the sraal associations
end spatial variations m revealed by toe land die profiles.
It to suggested that toe results of toie research
project indicate that toe etudy area to transitional in
nature between urban end rural land use activities, tout
areal associations osist between streets, residential,
and vacant land.

Also, to# ftr#*&$to road pattern (dis

cussed to Chapter tore#} tod the topography have been im
portant forces shaping toe character, .patterns# and areal
'associations of land use activities within toe study area*
toe baste assumption of toe preceding conclusion
is that a transitional area to characterized %
geneous land uses*

hetero

There will ter*d to toe a clustering of

developments, whether tooss developments consist of singlefsastly houses, apartmont complexes, or eosasereial arose,
to# clustering (or fragmentation) of devetopmante is
largely -due to toe nature of the development process (as*
far to Chapter Four)*

A relatively largo amount of vacant
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FIGURE 1
LAND USE PROFILE - WEST DODGE ROAD
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FIGURE 2
LAND USE PROFILE - BLONDO STREET
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LAND USE PROFILE - MAPLE STREET
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FIGURE 4
LAND USE PROFILE - FORT STREET
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FIGURE 5
LAND USE PROFILE - IDA STREET
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FIGURE 6
LAND USE PROFILE - STATE STREET
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FIGURE 7
LAND USE PROFILE - 90th Street
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FIGURE 8
LAND USE PROFILE - 96th Street
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FIGURE 9
LAND USE PROFILE - 108th Street
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FIGURE 10
LAND USE PROFILE - 120th Street
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or agricultural land is

<pit#

often located between the

scattered developments,
Boyce and Brown (1963* p* 3) have stated the situa
tion aa follows*
* * * the characteristic pattern is one of clus
ters and varying Intensities of us© at many
points# * # * Sven residential land uses tend
to duster together*
Boyee and Brown (1963, p. 3} also identified the fragmented
nature of land us© patterns,

they attribute the Increased

consumption of land to the growth of the urban population,
they also reported the following generalisation*
. , , the greater consumption of land for my
given purpose 'today * * # Is also toe result
of toe fragmented nature of emerging land use
patterns with characteristic pockets of unused
land becoming urban by default rather than by
functional ©hangs*
S©ye* and Brown <1963* p* 3)
Hugh Johnson (1938, p, 575) briefly described a
similar situation in transitional areas,

Ha described

the land use as- a M e n d of densely populated residential
areas, large sections of tilled soil* m& a sprinkling of
commercial and Industrial structures concentrated along
the main transportation arteries,

Johnson’s description

applies very well as a summary of the descriptions of the
spatial variations of land uses presented in Chapter
Four of this research 'report*

m
fhe Omaha Metropolitan Area transportation Study
{W M S) has recognised the situation In the Omaha metro
politan area by making recommendations for more densely
settled urban developments in the future*

08ASS (19?Q*

p. 38) stated the recommendations for future urban develop*
stent of the Omaha metropolitan area as follows*
t w Important factors in the conversion of
vacant and agricultural land to 'urban develop*
mast should be ''noted* First* the growth of ur
ban development should take place so that the
resulting urbanised area remains compactt Otis
will result in economics in -the provision of
municipal utility and municipal services, Se
cond. fill-in development in the form of resi
dential » commercial, or light industrial within
■areas that are generally developed should be
encouraged * This results in additions to the
local tax base with very little* If any* ad
ditional construction for the prevision of
utilities and services, since these municipal
functions are already available In these areas.
0M&T8 (19?0, p, 38) also recommended that new
residential development be- to the form of self-contained
neighborhoods characterised by higher densities* mixed
housing types* planned unit development* and cluster sub
divisions which would result in higher densities*
the literature cited, above serves to identify the
■generally accepted and understood characteristics of
transitional areas*

the land use profiles (Figures 1-10)

reveal many of the characteristics identified such as*
(1) clustering of developments, (2) large proportions of

vacant land* (3) varying intensities of use* W

frag

mented land use patterns, (5) Intermingling of urban and
agricultural land uses* (6) localised commercial arid
industrial land uses near tbs main transportation routes*
and (?) densely settled residential areas*
Clustering of developments is generally identifi
able on the lend use profile® by the "peaks” (large pro
portions) of the residential land use profiles*

large

proportions of vaoatvt land are identifiable in the seme
manner,

the "peaks® represent a large proportion of land

used for any particular activity.

Vacant land is generally

found to be located as a "pocket* surrounded by either
agricultural or residential land uses*
fhe intermingling of agricultural and urban ac
tivities is Identifiable by observing the agricultural
profile east of 108th street and the residential profile
west of 108th Street*

The fluctuations of the profiles

Indicate the changes in land uses or the spatial varia
tions fro® area to area*

Commercial and Industrial ac

tivities were not Included m land use profiles because of
their localised or scattered nature and the relatively
small proportion of land devoted to those activities*

This

in itself Is In agreement with fhe characteristics of
transition areas as outlined previously*
The fragmented land use patterns are singled-out

fk
for consideration at thi# point because it Is believed
they are the most important identifying physical character
istics of transition areas,

Fragmented lend use patterns

represent a variety of Intermingling land uses and therefor® the heterogeneous lend use activities*
land us® patterns are represented on the

The fragmented

land use

by■the fluctuating: nature of each profile.

profiles

The 'profiles

fluctuate drastically from high to lev proportions for
each land use activity throughout the study area*
It la reasoned that if the study area consisted of
an established, stable land use pattern, the .resulting pro
files would be smooth* even curves*

the smooth, even

curves of the profiles would indicate a relatively con
stant proportion of land devoted to each activity, 'This
situation would be meat likely

to occur

or to be character

istic of a homogeneous area consisting predominantly of a
single lend us® activity*

It would be expected that the

older* established, more stable residential portions

of

the central city would portray such a smooth, even curve.
The closest approach to such homogeneous land uses
within the study area ere the agricultural areas located
to the west of interstate 6&Q.

fhe agricultural profiles

enfeibit a relatively constant* even, smooth, curve of a
high proportion in the western portions of the study area*
Its such areas, agriculture is the predominant land use
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activity*

She influence of approaching urbanisation in

the agricultural areas la identified m "gaps" in the
relatively constant and even agricultural profiles,

fhe

’’gaps" consist of primarily vacant land {held for urban
development}, housing developments, and public, parks.
The transitional nature and character of the
Study area 1® therefore established on the basis of the
fragmentation of land as© patterns, the variety of land
usee, and the characteristics Identified In the preceding
discussion,

This Question remains however*

Since the

land uses are heterogeneous and changing, and the land
um pattern is fragmented* do areal associations exist
among the land usa activitioe and if so what are the
associations?
Areal Associations
Examination, of the 1and use profiles (Figures 1-10}
reveals the existence of areal associations of land use
aotivitiea throughout the study area.

It is reasoned that

associations exist when there is a positive correlation
in the land use profiles,

The positive correlations should

display a trend or a characteristic which means that they
should occur repetitively throughout the study area*
The arsal associations in turn reveal the land use
patterns*

As noted by Bourne {1971, p, 69)* land use

patterns are fhe distribution of land uses and activities*
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the patterns summer!ae the attribution of urban activities
and indicate regularities in land use activities,

fhe

patterns are an arrangement of fess with a specific disposition of parts or elements which show « definite 'dire®*
tion, tendency, or characteristics*
Positive correlations are found to exist between
residential* streets and roads, and vacant land*

Generally,

throughout the study area, wherever the proportion of land
devoted to residential, use increases, there is a corres
ponding increase in the proportion of land devoted to
streets and roads and meant land*

fhis correlation is

observed as the profilas "peak" for each land ties activity,
luefc larger proportions of land a m devoted to those ac
tivities east of interstate 680 than west of interstate
6i0,

However* the correspondence remains the same*
As noted previously* there is generally a positive

correlation between vacant land* residential lend* and
streets and roads*

However* the correlation is not con

sistent throughout the study area*

It is found that vacant

land occurs as parcels of varying else within urbanised
areas and as largo blocks of land Malting' or undergoing
development within agricultural areas*

fhe inconsistency

of the correlation is thereby explained by the differing
nature of vacant land*

it As reasoned that a relatively

large proportion of vacant land* especially 'when fragmented

anfi scattered, indicates the transitional nature ef the
study area.
the agricultural prefiles generally display a
negative correlation to ell ether land- use profiles.

In

most instances, when the proportion of land In agriculture
increases or decreases, the proportion of land In other
uses moves in the reverse direction*
is found in Figure 1 west Podge Bead*

An excellent example
As indicated, the

proportion of lend devoted to agriculture immediately west

mi J M t h Street drops fro® nearly 100 percent to eero per
cent.

A negative correlation is noted as vacant land in

creases fro® sero percent to shout f$ percent at the earn
location,

fhe vacant land is identified m a housing

development which is in the early stages of the develop-

nm t process*
tfrhanisation of the Study Area
Much of the literature reviewed for this research
pro|e«t Indicated that agricultural practice® changed as
urbanisation approached,

this influence on agricultural

land has sometimes been referred to as "the urban shadow
effect** of urtoanieetion upon rural lend whereby rural land
values increase and agricultural practices change far in
advance of urbanisation,
Johnson tifS®* pp* 5?6-5©3) reported that as
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urbanisation approaches, a general air of impermanence mm8
to prevail resulting in poorer farming practices,

a large

proportion of land boeoses M l ® or unused and farm,or® are
unwilling to safe© large, long-term capital investments
for isaprovements which may only fee. used for a few years at
$t» most*
ly*

fhe remaining cropland i#

ktmim*'

Johnson reported that rural residents in such tran*

sitter®! arsee heap so livestoefe hat shift to eash ©rope
instead#
Boyce and Brown (3.963* p. ft) report similar find
ings as follows*
Until the transportation revolution* there was
a distinct tendency for agricultural tie® to
decline In intensity of production from 'the aar*
feet outward hecause of the overriding cost© of
transportation, Around fhe beginning: of the
19th century* however, the pattern of world pro
duction areas began to change,
Boyce and Brown conclude that Improved, more economical
twentieth century transportation and economies of scale
have reversed th® pre-nineteenth century situation noted
above,
Sinclair (ltd?# pp* ? M f ) , in on article entitled

"Von Tftunen and grim Sprawl* developed fhe concept m
follows*

tn many advanced industrialised parts of the
world* the basic forces dotenaining agricultural
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land use m a r urban areas are associated with
urban expansion# Where these forces are in
operation, the agricultural pattern quits of*
ten IS one of increasing intensity with die*
fane® ftwa the city, quit® the reverse of the
pattern generalised toy Von 'Thanes*a theory#
Sinclair*® study dealt with developing evidence- to 11*
luetrate that agricultural intensity increases with M s *
tance from the city,

Sinclair expressed the effect of

distcnee fro® the city as follows*
As the urbanised area is approached fro® a die*
tance* the dogma of anticipation of urbaniza
tion A»crea»9ft* As this happens, the ratio of
urban to rural land values increases. Hence,
although 'the absolute value of the land in*
creases, the relative value for agricultural
utilisation decreases# Consequently*, the
capital and labor invost®ent la agriculture,
i.e., the Intensity of agricultural land use#
decreases. The result of this process is a
basic agricultural land use pattern which is
the reverse of that found in Von fhunen’s time.
■:-;V

(Sinclair, 196?* p« ?8>#

According to Sinclair {196?# p» ?&) the local use providing
the greatest return is making the highest bid for the
land and Is dlsj»is©!m§ other land uses#

the land use pro

viding the highest rent is urban use* and it la dlepiaeing
rural land uses*

Sinclair attributed the decline in ag

ricultural intensity near the oity to euoh factors m the
anticipation of urban development and the reluctance to
Invest in long-term capital improvements,

it is difficult

to measure by empirical data the degree of anticipation
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or reluctance which arc ©eeontielly mpredietobl© variables#
Kow&vor* Stoclalr*e tha«*y and the characteristics of
transition areas which fee identified ©re useful tools in
evaluating the developing laud use patterns within the
northwest'Caaba study area#
For the purpococ of tfeie research prelect of rortfe*
m e t Cashs* it was not feecifel.® to aeteastea t e d value*
of either urban or agricultural land within the study
area*

However* the concept Involved ia tic theory pre

sented fey Johnson, Boyce and Brawn* end Sinclair is that
agricultural lend use intensity increases with distance

from the urban areas.

As Sinclair noted* urban land uses

displace rural land m m fessaaoe the urban uses can afford
to pay a hlgSier rent for the use of the land.
By relating the concept to land uses* It As reasoned
that if agricultural t e d is use# intensively* then large
blocks of agricultural land should fee identifiable as a
homogeneous, single factor land use*

this appears to fee

the case in the western portions of the study area*

As

revealed fey the t e d us# profiles (Figures 1*10}, it is
found that large areas of agricultural lend ere located
generally to the west of 114th Street,

fhe profiles also

indicate that the "gaps** In agriculture! land are due to
the urbanisation process,

Urban developments are beginning

to displace agricultural uses west Of 114%h Street,

Agricultural land mmt of 114th Street is revealed

m being very irregular, and fragmented as indicated by
the fluctuations of the agricultural profiles#

figures

?, 8, and f are laud use profiles which traverse the study
area from north to south,

each of these profiles are

traverses of north-south streets located oast of 114th
Street,

fhe fluctuating nature of agricultural land uses

are revealed on these profiles.
The fluctuations of agricultural land use saat of
114th Street oan be interpreted to mean that agricultural
land uses are being displaced fey urban land uoes.

Agricul

ture moot likely remains a® a secondary factor in this area
and is probably "anticipating" urban development within
the near future,
it is therefore concluded that the results of this
research project indicate that the study area is transition
al in nature between urban and agricultural land use
activities* that areal associations exist, and that the
pre-1960 road pattern -and the topography -have been impor
tant factors shaping the patterns and character o f the
northwest Omaha study area.

It

me found that land mm

are generally heterogeneous and exhibit positive cor
relations except for agricultural activities which are a
singla-factor, homogeneous land m e exhibiting a negative

oorrelation to other land uses.

It is concluded that the

northwest Oiaaha study arte is a transitional area between
urban and rural where land use patterns are developing.
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